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International Hair Company (InHairCo) is a leading supplier of beautiful, pure human 

hair to clients all around the world. Established in 2004, with over 25 years of experience, 

their mission is to provide the world's best quality hair at an affordable price. 

 

As the trusted source for pure Remy Indian hair products, the hair buying experts at 

InHairCo understand quality assurance and the mechanics of reliable hair. They only buy 

pure human hair and hand-select it to ensure all cuticles are intact and in a unidirectional 

pattern to prevent tangling or matting. None of their beautiful Virgin Indian Remy hair is 

chemically processed or dyed in any way. It is 100% natural, so there is no damage to the 

cuticles, which protect the hair from the elements. This pure form gives the hair a healthy, 

vibrant look one can see and feel. 

 

As a global force, specializing in premium Indian Remy hair product, InHairCo has 

worked with select celebrities providing glamorous hair seen in magazines and television 

worldwide. For InHairCo client satisfaction is a top priority. InHairCo builds their  

relationships by providing one on one consultation and fast shipping services including  

overnight delivery. 

 

Linked with the tenacity to find their clients the 

world's best and highest quality 100% human hair  

extensions; InHairCo is a recognized leader in the 

industry. You will love the quality of their hair.  

Guaranteed! 



Inhairco provides the finest quality of One hundred (100) percent Remy human hair extensions that 
are hand-selected for quality assurance from trusted sources. Their client care team takes the time 
to inspect each batch of hair to ensure that all cuticles are intact and going in the same direction to 
prevent tangling or shedding. The natural luster and shine is visible, with a natural texture allowing 
it to blend beautifully with your own hair.  

 
Virgin Remy Hair:  
This beautiful full and sleek hair can be worn straight, wavy or curly. Boasting a natural slight wave, 
it can be flat ironed bone straight. Virgin body wave is versatile and easily styled; after moisturizing 
it will wave back up. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
   
Colored Indian Remy Hair: 
In a variety of custom colors, Inhairco carries a distinguished line of high quality Indian Remy hair 
that is perfect for adding volume and length. With intact cuticles that run in the same direction to 
prevent tangling, this is the highest quality colored hair you can find on the market. 
 
 

Hair Collection Type of Hair 
When Flat-

Ironed 

When Moistur-

ized 

Virgin Medium Curly Soft curls Straight Soft curls 

Virgin Deep Wave Deep waves Straight Deep waves 

Virgin Kinky Curly Tight curls Textured Tight curls 

Hair Collection Type of Hair 

Colored Indian Remy Straight naturally straight with a slight wave 

Colored Indian Remy Body Wave natural wave 

Colored Indian Remy Deep Wave deep curl 
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Remy Indian Closure Pieces: 
Inhairco carries the finest lace frontal and closure pieces that are formulated using top quality 100% 

human Remy hair. With bountiful body and shine, they are perfect for creating a natural hair part or 

hair line. 

 

 

Clip-in Remy Hair Extensions: 
Inhairco’s high quality clip-in hair extensions naturally blend in and are the best and fastest way to add volume 

and length to your hair.  For a customized look, these versatile extensions can be colored, curled and flat 

ironed  

 

 

The Weft. 
Hand-tied wefts per their name are done by hand and tend to be much thinner than machine wefts. 

They are excellent for sew in weaves and lay flat against your scalp to give a more natural look. This 

significantly reduces hair bumps caused by bulky wefts. Hand-tied wefts come in approximately 

twenty (20) to twenty-four (24) inch wide pieces, with four (4) to five (5) pieces per pack. All of our 

wefts are reinforced to prevent shedding. Please Note* to preserve the integrity of the hair, hand-tied 

wefts should not be cut. Never push the needle through the weft; it is best to sew around the weft. 
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InHairCo is recognized around the world by celebrity stylists as the premier company selling only the top 

quality Virgin Indian Remy hair. They depend on our consistent quality and fast delivery to get their cli-

ents ready for that important event. Whether it is a glamorous photo shoot, a red carpet appearance or 

movie role. Below is a list of media outlets our products have been in. The images below represent those 

entities. 

 

 

 

 

 

Recent Features:  
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https://www.facebook.com/Internationalhaircompany 

 

 

 

https://twitter.com/inhairco 

 

http://pinterest.com/inhairco/ 

 

http://instagram.com/inhairco# 
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Media Relations: 
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For more information about our company and products, visit: 

  www.inhairco.com   

 

 -or call at:  

 
  916-308-1388 
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